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INTRODUCTION 

HB 155 constitutes an impermissible content- and viewpoint-based restriction on 

physician speech regarding firearm safety.  Prior to enactment of HB 155, physician speech that 

a patient might find rude or harassing was categorically off-limits as a basis for disciplinary 

proceedings in Florida, and patients were specifically advised that no complaint could be filed 

against a physician on such grounds under Florida regulations.  HB 155 singles out and restricts 

one topic of speech—firearms—for which a physician can now be subjected to potentially 

career-devastating complaints for having engaged in “irrelevant” or “harassing” communication 

or engaging in unspecified discriminatory speech.  While the statute’s anti-recording and anti-

inquiry provisions create exceptions for communications that physicians believe to be relevant to 

the patient’s health or safety or the safety of others, the anti-harassment and anti-discrimination 

provisions notably provide no such safe harbor.  Those provisions would allow punishment even 

though the physician engaged in the communication in good faith. 

By singling out speech related to firearms for permissible complaints and potential 

discipline, the Florida legislature has accomplished precisely what it set out to do: it has caused 

practitioners across the State to self-censor their speech about firearms for fear that their 

livelihoods might otherwise be put in jeopardy by a disgruntled patient.  Practitioners, patients 

who would welcome a dialogue with their doctors about firearm safety, and society at large, all 

suffer because of the chill that HB 155 casts over practitioners’ constitutionally protected speech.  

Plaintiffs are not aware of any previous law, state or federal, that has similarly purported to 

restrict doctor-patient communications regarding the safety of a specific product. 

  In response to the Court’s questions at the July 13, 2011, hearing on Plaintiffs’ motion 

for a preliminary injunction, Plaintiffs submit this supplemental memorandum to clarify the 
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following points: (1) the HB 155 constitutes a dramatic change in the “status quo” regarding 

practitioners’ speech and is restricting that speech across the State of Florida; (2) under the plain 

language of the statute, it operates as a content-based restraint on firearm-related speech, 

including questions that physicians in good faith subjectively believe to be medically relevant; 

(3) the legislative history fully supports this reading of the statute and, in an analysis of the First 

Amendment issues here, the Court must consider such legislative intent; (4) the State cannot save 

the statute from its constitutional infirmities through vague and conflicting positions on the 

meaning of the law; (5) alternative avenues for speech, such as via brochures, cannot save the 

statute under the appropriate strict scrutiny test; and (6) this dispute is ripe for review.  

I. HB 155 CHANGES THE STATUS QUO BY MAKING PHYSICIAN SPEECH 
REGARDING FIREARMS A BASIS FOR DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS. 

 During oral argument, the Court asked what Plaintiffs cannot do now that they could do 

before enactment of HB 155.  Mot. Hr’g Tr. (“Tr.”) 7:3-4, July 13, 2011; id. at 20:25-21:2 

(asking how treatment of firearm-related speech is “different from any other discipline…related 

to regulation of the profession”).  In short, Plaintiffs may no longer ask questions or record 

information about firearms that the state of Florida, through the Board of Medicine (“BOM”), 

deems to be “irrelevant,” and Plaintiffs must, at risk of their livelihoods, refrain from engaging in 

speech about firearms that a patient might regard as unnecessarily harassing or discriminatory, 

even though the practitioner believes in good faith that the speech is medically relevant.1   

The threat that complaints and investigations may now be initiated based on speech about 

firearms is new and constitutes a dramatic change in existing law.  Prior to the passage of HB 

                                                 
1 It is well-established, and the State does not dispute, that asking questions is a form of speech protected by the First 
Amendment.  See, e.g., Watchtower Bible & Tract Soc’y of N.Y., Inc. v. Vill. of Stratton, 536 U.S. 150 (2002) 
(asking for contributions is protected speech); CBS Inc. v. Smith, 681 F. Supp. 794, 802 (S.D. Fla. 1988) (asking 
how one voted is speech entitled to First Amendment protection).  
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155, a physician’s speech to patients was categorically off-limits as a basis for complaints to the 

BOM.  The BOM form for filing complaints against physicians has heretofore stated at its 

outset—in bolded lettering—that “[b]edside manner or rudeness of practitioners” is not a basis 

for lodging a complaint.2  Thus, patients’ recourse if they found their physicians’ questions or 

comments to be rude, annoying, excessively insistent, abruptly intrusive, discriminatory, or 

unnecessarily harassing was to find another physician—not to subject the physician to 

professional discipline.  HB 155, for the first time, makes perceived rudeness, unspecified 

discriminatory speech, or “unnecessar[y] harass[ment]” an actionable basis for patient 

complaints—but only with respect to speech regarding firearms.3  By singling out speech about 

firearms as a subject for disciplinary proceedings, Florida has adopted a content-based and 

viewpoint-discriminatory restriction on speech, in clear violation of the First Amendment. 

 As a direct result of this new threat of such complaints and investigations, and as 

Plaintiffs have previously demonstrated, physicians across the state are now refraining from 

speech they engaged in prior to the passage of HB 155.4  This record is undisputed.  In addition, 

HB 155 has not just affected individual physicians, but also entire institutions that are concerned 

that their physicians’ licenses, or their own licenses as facilities, will be in jeopardy if they 

continue to use a written questionnaire that includes a question about firearms or, more 

                                                 
2 See Ex. 1 hereto, Fla. Dept. of Health, Div. of Med. Quality Assurance, Enforcement Program, Complaint Form, at 
1 (also available at http://www.doh.state.fl.us/mqa/enforcement/frm_general-medUCF.doc (last visited July 15, 
2011)).  The complaint form, available online, does not appear to have been updated to reflect enactment of HB 155.  
With the exception of four new declarations attached as exhibits hereto (and cited herein by exhibit number), which 
specifically address the Court’s questions at oral argument about whether HB 155 changes the status quo, all 
declarations cited are those filed on June 24, 2011. 
3 The likelihood that a patient may view an inquiry or follow-up discussion about firearms as inappropriate and 
“unnecessarily harassing” and file a complaint with the BOM is great, especially given the publicity surrounding the 
passage of HB 155.  See, e.g., Gutierrez Decl. ¶¶ 12-13 (DE 28) (describing how, since passage of the law, he has 
had two patients object vociferously to his firearm questioning, whereas no patient ever had objected previously). 
4 See Mot. 16-19; Wollschlaeger Decl. ¶¶ 6-8, 11-14 (DE 23); Fox-Levine Decl. ¶¶  9-13 (DE 24); Schaechter Decl. 
¶¶  9, 14-18 (DE 21); King Decl. ¶¶  7-8, 10-14 (DE 25); Goodman Decl. ¶¶  5-6, 9-11 (DE 26); Edwards Decl. 
¶¶ 13-14 (DE 27); Sack Decl. ¶¶ 7-11, 14 (DE 29); Gutierrez Decl. ¶¶ 12-13, 17; Schechtman Decl. ¶¶ 15 (DE 22). 
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importantly, ask follow-up questions that might be deemed harassing.  For example, the 

University of Miami has counseled its physician employees to stop using pre-printed 

questionnaires regarding firearm ownership solely based upon the passage of HB 155.5 

 It is not sufficient for the State post hoc to argue that questionnaires are acceptable for 

parents of young children (but perhaps not otherwise) when physicians are at risk that any 

question regarding firearms deemed harassing or discriminatory is subject to discipline—whether 

relevant or made in good faith—and a physician is specifically subject to discipline for any 

allegedly harassing or discriminatory follow-up questioning on the topic of firearms.  This 

“Sword of Damocles” hanging over the heads of all Florida physicians is an on-going, clear First 

Amendment violation. 

 As discussed further below, before enactment of HB 155, it was many physicians’ 

standard practice to inquire in virtually any circumstance about the presence of guns in their 

patients’ homes and to record related information, without regard to whether the physician had 

specific information that the inquiry was directly “relevant” to the patient’s health or safety at the 

time the inquiry was made.  Indeed, leading national professional associations specifically 

encourage doctors to inquire about the presence of guns and their safe storage and handling as 

part of “the patient history process.”  Cosgrove Decl. ¶ 18 (DE 17) (describing AAP policy).  For 

example, the American College of Physicians recommends, without limitation as to the age of 

the patient or any particular risk factors, that physicians “should inquire about firearms in the 

                                                 
5 See Schaechter Decl. ¶¶ 1, 16 (describing policy change at University of Miami following law’s passage barring 
university physicians from using pre-printed questionnaires containing firearm questions); Ex. 2 hereto, Sanders 
Decl., Ex. 1 (Email from Lisa Tobin Jacobson, Business Operations Director, University of Miami Medical Group 
(UMMG), on behalf of Dr. Steven Falcone, Vice President for Medical Affairs and Chief Operating Officer, 
UMMG, to UMMG Faculty (June 10, 2011) (asking all practicing faculty, in light of HB 155’s adoption, to “refrain 
from using any pre-printed material” containing questions about firearm ownership)).   
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home and counsel owners about storing their firearms in a locked container in a safe place.”6  

Yet, as this Court appeared to recognize during oral argument, routinely asking about firearms in 

the context of an adult patient’s sick visit would likely not be regarded as “relevant” to the 

patient’s medical care within the meaning Section 790.338(2).  See Tr. 8:7-12, 10:20-21 (Cooke, 

J.) (questioning why asking an adult, during a doctor visit for the flu or a cold, a preventative 

screening question about guns would be medically relevant).7   

Before HB 155, physicians could warn patients of the risks posed by their possession of 

firearms, even if the patient resisted the advice and the doctor persisted, and could record 

information regarding those interactions in the patient’s chart.8  HB 155 now potentially makes 

such speech a basis for severe sanctions as “harass[ment]”or “discrimination”—but only 

regarding firearms.  By making doctors subject to potential disciplinary proceedings for 

engaging in the very speech that they engaged in daily before passage of HB 155—as 

specifically recommended by national medical associations—Florida has unquestionably altered 

the “status quo” regarding physician speech.    

A week after oral argument on Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction, the State 

Defendants have done an about face, and they now seek to moot Plaintiffs’ objections to 

subsection (2), the anti-inquiry provision, by arguing that the provision is a mere legislative 

recommendation, and that providers are free to ignore the Legislature’s advice without any risk 

                                                 
6 Himmelstein Decl. (DE 18) Ex. 2, at 8 (excerpt from ACP Medicine recommending preventive firearm safety 
counseling); id. ¶¶ 8-11 (describing ACP policy). 
7  The American Medical Association also has condemned attempts like HB 155 to limit a physician’s ability to ask 
a patient about firearms.  See AMA, “Resolution 201,” House of Delegates Handbook, at 355-357 (2011), available 
at http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/meeting/reports-resolutions-listing.shtml (last visited June 22, 2011) 
(reaffirming the importance of doctors discussing firearms with patients and their parents). 
8 For example, if the parents of children appeared wedded to the notion that keeping firearms unlocked and ready to 
use enhanced the safety of their children, the doctor could try to disabuse the parent of that view.  As with a 
straightforward discussion about the risks posed by obesity or smoking, such communications could well be deemed 
“harassing” to particular patients, but it was nonetheless permissible. 
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of disciplinary proceedings.  See Supp. Opp. 2 (DE 71), citing Ex. C (DE 71-3) (July 18, 2011 

Letter from Joy A. Tootle, Exec. Dir., BOM). Although Defendants do not say so, by the same 

logic, the statute’s anti-harassment provision in subsection (6), which also uses “should refrain” 

language, would also be merely hortatory.  This last-minute attempt to render provisions of HB 

155 toothless, cannot save them, or the rest of the statute.  The State’s latest flip-flop on the 

statute’s meaning, which only further demonstrates that it is unconstitutionally vague, does not 

eliminate the statute’s chilling effect.  Both the legislature, through the statutory text and 

statements of legislative purpose, and the BOM, through its official action, have demonstrated an 

intent that all of HB 155’s provisions, including the anti-inquiry and anti-harassment provisions, 

be enforceable through disciplinary proceedings.  The newest letter from the BOM executive 

letter, which the State Defendants make clear “does not … bind the Board, or represent the 

Board’s ‘view,’” Supp. Opp. 2, does nothing to ameliorate the unconstitutional chill that HB 155 

casts over plaintiffs’ exercise of their First Amendment rights.     

In her July 18 letter, Ms. Tootle purportedly rescinds her prior warning in a June 14 letter 

to doctors that, under Section 790.338(2), a provider “is prohibited from inquiring about the 

ownership of firearms,” see Ex. 6 hereto, Letter from Joy A. Tootle, Exec. Dir., Board of 

Medicine, June 14, 2011, at 2.  Ms. Tootle now states the opposite: “the law does not prohibit the 

asking of such questions, but rather recommends that health care providers and facilities should 

refrain from asking them.”  Supp. Opp. Ex. C.  Ms. Tootle’s latest letter says nothing about the 

anti-harassment provision. 

Neither Plaintiffs nor the Court can put any stock in Ms. Tootle’s belated decision to 

embrace the NRA’s strained construction of HB 155.  Most notably, the BOM has already laid 

the groundwork for a further reversal and to start enforcing all of HB 155’s provisions through 
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disciplinary proceedings, because the State Defendants’ supplemental memorandum makes clear 

that Ms. Tootle’s letters “do[] not, in any way, constitute a policy statement, bind the Board, or 

represent the Board’s ‘view’” on any legal question.  Supp. Opp. 2.  Moreover, Ms. Tootle’s July 

18 letter directly contradicts the characterization of the anti-inquiry provision in the official 

meeting report of the BOM’s June 2, 2011 meeting.  Those minutes, which the State Defendants 

simply ignore, states that, under HB 155, a practitioner “shall not ask about firearm ownership” 

unless the inquiry comes within the statute’s safe harbor and, further, that doctors “shall not 

harass a patient about firearm ownership.”9  Based on that understanding of the statute, the BOM 

took official action in which it determined that “violation of … this law” would subject a 

practitioner to “current disciplinary guidelines.”  Id. 

Even if Ms. Tootle’s latest missive were binding on the BOM, it could not eliminate the 

chill that the Legislature has itself instilled.  Even if Defendants believe it is their best hope to 

save HB 155, neither they nor the Court can construe the anti-inquiry or anti-harassment 

provisions to be meaningless superfluities.10  Construing subsection (2) as a mere 

recommendation would render the last sentence of subsection (2) and the entirety of subsection 

(3) superfluous.  The sole purpose of those provisions, which provide that “notwithstanding” 

subsection (2) a provider, or an EMT “may make” an inquiry about firearms in specified 

circumstances, is to create an exception to the otherwise mandatory prohibition on inquiries 

regarding firearms.  See 6/23/11 Manheim Decl. Ex. 4 (HHS Committee Report on HB 155, 

stating that subsection (3) “provides an [EMT] the authority to inquire” about guns in limited 
                                                 
9 6/23/11 Manheim Decl. Ex. 5, Fla. Bd. of Med. Rules/Leg. Comm., Meeting Rpt., at 3 (June 2, 2011) (DE 20) 
(emphases added). 
10 TRW Inc. v. Andrews, 534 U.S. 19, 31 (2001) (“It is a cardinal principle of statutory construction that a statute 
ought, upon the whole, to be so construed that, if it can be prevented, no clause, sentence, or word shall be 
superfluous, void, or insignificant.”) (internal quotation marks omitted); Bouchar Transp. Co. v. Updegraff, 147 
F.3d 1344, 1351 (11th Cir. 1998) (“[W]e avoid statutory constructions that render provisions meaningless.”). 
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cases).  It is also clear from other provisions of HB 155 that the Legislature intended subsection 

(2) to be enforceable through disciplinary proceedings.  The law specifies, in Section 790.338(8), 

that “[v]iolations of the provisions of subsections (1)-(4) constitute grounds for disciplinary 

action,” a provision that is nonsensical if subsection (2) were merely hortatory.  Another 

provision states that “[v]iolating any of the provisions of s. 790.338” “shall constitute grounds 

for which disciplinary actions … may be taken.”  Fla. Stat. § 456.072(1)(mm) (emphases added).  

Finally, the Legislature itself, in the statutory preamble, characterized the anti-harassment 

provisions of subsection (6), which also use the “should refrain” formulation, as “prohibiting 

harassment.”  6/23/2011 Manheim Decl. Ex. 1, at 1. 

In the First Amendment context, in particular, the kind of cat-and-mouse games in which 

the State Defendants are engaging are particularly unacceptable.  The Legislature plainly 

intended HB 155 to change the status quo, and the BOM, at its June 4 meeting, took official 

action to put in place the mechanisms for enforcing through disciplinary proceedings provisions 

characterized as mandatory.  Those actions have had their intended effect.  The plaintiffs have 

altered their behavior and are now self-censoring their constitutionally protected speech.  The 

only remaining step is for this Court to put an end to this charade.        

II. BY ITS PLAIN LANGUAGE, HB 155 IS CONTENT-BASED BECAUSE IT 
SINGLES OUT SPEECH REGARDING FIREARMS FOR DISCIPLINE.  

 
At oral argument, the Court also asked whether the content-based nature of the speech 

restrictions of which Plaintiffs complain is evident on the face of the statute as enacted, as 

distinct from the statutory purpose articulated in the legislative history.  See Tr. 16:19-20.  As 

discussed below, see infra at 12-13, the statements of legislators are relevant to discerning 

whether a statute is content-based (and viewpoint-discriminatory), but the Court need not resort 

to such evidence to determine if HB 155 is a content-based restriction.  The statute, on its face, 
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operates as a content-based speech restriction because it singles out speech on a single topic—

firearms—as an appropriate subject matter for physician discipline. 

When construing a statute’s language and deciphering the meaning of its operative terms, 

a court must consider the context of the entire statute and the purposes underlying the statute.11   

Despite these established canons of statutory construction, the State during oral argument 

focused almost exclusively on subsections (1) and (2) of Section 790.338, asserting that the 

“medical relevance exceptions” therein allow the provisions to survive constitutional scrutiny.  

See Tr. 36:23-38:5.  The State is wrong.  The medical relevance exceptions do not exempt, and 

thus prohibit, a wide swath of constitutionally protected speech in which Plaintiffs seek to 

engage, including asking for or recording information about firearm ownership when the State 

would deem the question irrelevant or asking about firearms in a manner the State would deem 

harassing or discriminatory.  In accordance with national medical associations’ 

recommendations, Plaintiffs wish to make screening inquiries and record information about 

firearms in other circumstances, including when a grown patient comes in for a sick visit, and 

even when there is no basis for believing the inquiry “relevant” other than acquiring the patient’s 

general history.   

Beyond that flaw, the State’s analysis ignores the fact that the statute’s anti-harassment 

and anti-discrimination provisions do not contain good faith exceptions.  Specifically, under 

                                                 
11 See Durr v. Shinseki, 638 F.3d 1342, 1349 (11th Cir. 2011) (“[I]n construing a statute, we do not look at one word 
or term in isolation, but instead we look to the entire statutory context.”); accord Harrison v. Benchmark Elec. 
Huntsville, Inc., 593 F.3d 1206, 1212 (11th Cir. 2010);  FTC v. Univ. Health, Inc., 938 F.2d 1206, 1216 (11th Cir. 
1991) (“[I]n interpreting one section of a statute, it is usually best to refer first to the overall statutory scheme of 
which the section is a part.”); Dolan v. Postal Service, 546 U.S. 481, 486 (2006) (statutory interpretation requires 
courts to “rea[d] the whole statutory text, conside[r] the purpose and context of the statute, and consul[t] any 
precedents or authorities that inform the analysis”); Park’N Fly, Inc. v. Dollar Park & Fly, Inc., 469 U.S. 189, 194 
(1985) (“Statutory construction must begin with the language employed by [the legislature] and the assumption that 
the ordinary meaning of that language accurately expresses the legislative purpose.”); United States v. Crape, 603 
F.3d 1237, 1242 (11th Cir. 2010) (same). 
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subsection (5) of Section 790.338, physicians “may not discriminate against a patient based 

solely upon the patient’s exercise of the constitutional right to own and possess firearms or 

ammunition.”  And under subsection (6) of Section 790.338, physicians are directed to “refrain 

from unnecessarily harassing a patient about firearm ownership during an examination.”  In 

contrast to subsections (1) and (2), these provisions do not contain a “good faith” exception 

protecting physicians who believe their inquiries or counseling to be relevant, see Fla. Stat. 

§§ 790.338(5)-(6).  As a result, even if a physician asks a question that in his or her judgment is 

relevant or tries to engage a patient in a follow-up discussion if the patient initially rebuffs the 

question, a patient may find this speech to be “unnecessarily harassing” or “discriminatory” and 

file a complaint against the physician on those grounds alone.  It is precisely this risk—that 

patients, not understanding the reason for physicians’ questions or counseling, will deem speech 

“unnecessarily harassing” or “discriminatory”—that most concerns and chills the speech of 

Plaintiffs.12   

This threat is especially acute because physicians frequently ask questions regarding 

firearms (like other topics) in circumstances in which the question’s relevance may not be at all 

clear at the time it is asked—for example, as part of a patient history.  See Ex. 3 hereto, 7/18/11 

Schaechter Decl. ¶¶ 2, 22 (“In many circumstances, I ask about firearms even where the question 

may not appear to be ‘relevant’ as determined by lay people or even other doctors outside of 

primary care.”  In one “case, screening about access to a firearm—on an asthma visit—probably 

                                                 
12 As detailed in Plaintiffs’ declarations, the prospect of such a complaint being filed against a physician presents 
sufficiently grave harm that physicians are chilled from posing these inquiries or providing counseling on this topic, 
even if they believe in good faith the questions or follow-up discussion should be upheld as “relevant” if challenged 
See Leland Decl. ¶ 11 (DE 30) (“I have known people who have gone through the Board’s investigational process, 
and it is painful, intimidating, and expensive.”); Schaechter Decl. ¶ 23 (“Many job applications, hospital 
credentialing forms, and public service vetting forms require doctors to note if they have ever been reported to the 
Board, regardless of whether the complaint was well-founded.”); see also Edwards Decl. ¶ 15; Goodman Decl. ¶ 12; 
Schechtman Decl. ¶ 13; Fox-Levine Decl. ¶ 18; Wollschlaeger Decl. ¶ 11; Welty Decl. ¶ 13 (DE 31). 
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saved [the patient’s] life” even though “I asked the question [about firearms] before its relevance 

became evident, just as I did to hundreds of other patients for whom the question did not turn out 

to be relevant.”); Ex. 4 hereto, 7/18/11 Wollschlaeger Decl. ¶ 5(“[I]f a new patient came in with 

the flu, to use a hypothetical the Court used at oral argument, and it was his first visit to the 

office, I would not ask only questions geared at treating the flu, but also would ask general 

questions aimed at preventive health issues—for example, whether he takes any medications, 

whether he consumes alcohol, uses tobacco or other drugs, practices safe sex, or owns guns.  

These questions become part of the patient’s history and allow me better to identify and 

understand risks that might become evident in combination with other information I learn from 

the patient.”); Ex. 5 hereto, 7/18/11 Schechtman Decl. ¶ 3 (“There are so many risk factors we 

must be on the lookout for in patients, and so many preventative health care topics we are 

supposed to discuss, that we pediatricians often ask about preventative health care issues during 

patient visits for seemingly unrelated problems.  For example, if a patient comes in about a sore 

throat, but I have not seen that patient recently for a routine check-up, I will cover many topics 

during his office visit for the sore throat that I might otherwise cover during a check-up.  That 

includes prevention-related questions, such as questions about gun ownership.”).13   

                                                 
13 See also Edwards Decl. ¶¶ 13-14 (“I am greatly concerned that the Board of Medicine might be evaluating my 
conduct in the future in light of a patient’s subjective opinion that my questions are irrelevant or ‘harassing’”); Fox-
Levine Decl. ¶ 13 (“I am now afraid to use the questionnaire, for fear of violating the law or having a patient accuse 
me of harassing them.”); Goodman Decl. ¶ 11 (describing patient’s parent who “expressed anger at the possibility of 
doctors asking questions about firearms” and stating fear that “she or other patients or family members may consider 
simple discussions of firearm safety—even those arguably permitted by the statute—to constitute “unnecessar[y] 
harass[ment]” under the law”); Gutierrez Decl. ¶¶ 13, 17 (describing patient interaction in which, following a 
patient’s refusal to answer question regarding firearm, he “did not ask specific questions or press this patient further 
on the issue of storing firearms in a locked manner, and separate from ammunition” because of fear of violating, or 
being accused of violating, harassment provision, and stating that such self-censorship would be his practice going 
forward); Sack Decl. ¶¶ 12, 14 (“[S]ince the new law has passed, I am less inclined to pursue follow-up questions or 
offer emphatic advice to patients regarding firearm safety in cases where a patient exhibits particular sensitivity to 
the subject, for fear that the patient may later assert I have violated the new law by improperly asking them 
questions or harassing them about firearms. . . . Even though I no longer ask patients directly about firearms, I am 
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In the context of a medical examination, patients may find many questions unwelcome—

regarding sexual activity, diet, or drug and alcohol use and abuse, for example.  But only 

unwelcome inquiries and discussion about firearms, what the State in its opposition refers to as 

“harassing inquiries,” Opp. 7, are now a basis for a complaint under Florida law.  Any regime in 

which a person’s livelihood could be stripped of them because their listener, or a government 

body after-the-fact, determined their speech to be “not relevant” or “unnecessarily harassing” 

would raise substantial constitutional doubt.  But where such a system singles out speech on a 

single topic, by a single class of speakers, it can survive only if it is the least speech-restrictive 

means of achieving a compelling state interest.  HB 155 cannot survive such scrutiny. Mot. 6-8.    

III.  IN A FIRST AMENDMENT CHALLENGE, A COURT MUST CONSIDER THE 
 STATUTE’S LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, ESPECIALLY WHERE THE STATE 
 HAS ADOPTED THAT LEGISLATIVE HISTORY AS REFLECTING THE 
 STATUTE’S MEANING AND PURPOSE. 
 

Beyond restricting speech based on its content, HB 155 also discriminates against a 

particular viewpoint:  it suppresses speech by particular speakers—physicians—on a particular 

topic of public political controversy—firearm safety—blatantly putting a thumb on the scale 

against doctors’ speech regarding safety.  As Plaintiffs have previously demonstrated, the 

legislative history confirms the law discriminates based on the speaker’s viewpoint.  Reply 3-4.   

At oral argument, the Court questioned whether the legislative history leading to 

enactment of HB 155 was relevant to determining the nature of the speech restriction and the 

appropriate standard of judicial scrutiny.  See Tr. 16:19-20; 23:25-24:1-3.  The answer is yes.  

                                                                                                                                                             

very concerned that I risk losing my license by continuing to provide an alternate form [of] firearms safety 
counseling  because a patient may view my counseling either as harassment or not “relevant” under the law.”); 
Schaechter Decl. ¶ 19 (“Now, following passage of the law, I will forgo such follow-up questions and guidance 
[when patients are surprised by the question, ask about its relevance, or avoid answering it] for fear of being accused 
of violating this law—not wanting to get tangled up in an accusation of harassment that would put me at risk of loss 
of licensure.”).   
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Supreme Court precedent dictates that, in a First Amendment case, a court must carefully 

consider any evidence of viewpoint discrimination in a provision’s legislative history.14  Indeed, 

legislative history is a key tool in evaluating whether a statute impermissibly discriminates on the 

basis of viewpoint.  Moreover, the State itself has highlighted the importance of the legislative 

history to statutory construction in this case; it has extensively relied on the legislative history to 

justify the law and to explain its scope.  See Opp. 7-9.  Accordingly, in finding that HB 155 

impermissibly discriminates against a particular viewpoint, the Court certainly may look to its 

legislative history.  See Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., No. 10-779, ___S. Ct.___, 2011 WL 

2472796, at *8 (June 23, 2011) (“Given the legislature’s expressed statement of purpose, it is 

apparent that § 4631(d) imposes burdens that are based on the content of speech and that are 

aimed at a particular viewpoint.”) (internal quotations omitted).  

IV.  THE COURT MUST CONSIDER THE STATE’S CONFLICTING AND VAGUE 
 POSITIONS ON THE STATUTE’S MEANING. 
  

The Court likewise cannot ignore the State’s failure to articulate what HB 155 practically 

means for physicians, and the plain contradictions in the State’s briefing and oral argument 

before this Court.  The chill on Plaintiffs’ speech is exacerbated by the fact that the statute’s key 

terms—including “unnecessarily harassing” and “discriminate”—are not defined and are 

                                                 
14 See, e.g., Citizens United v. FEC, 130 S. Ct. 876, 969-70 (2010) (holding portion of Bipartisan Campaign Reform 
Act of 2002 did not violate First Amendment because there was “no record evidence from which to conclude that 
BCRA § 203 . . . reflects or fosters such invidious discrimination . . . [n]or d[id] the legislative history give reason 
for concern” (emphasis added)); Denver Area Educ. Telecomm. Consortium, Inc. v. FCC, 518 U.S. 727, 766 (1996) 
(“Having carefully reviewed the legislative history of the Act, the proceedings before the FCC, the record below, 
and the submissions of the parties and amici here, . . . we find that this third provision violates the First 
Amendment.” (emphasis added)); see also McCreary Cty., Ky. v. ACLU of Ky., 545 U.S. 844, 861-863 (2005) 
(“Examination of purpose is a staple of statutory interpretation that makes up the daily fare of every appellate court 
in the country, and governmental purpose is a key element of a good deal of constitutional doctrine.”); Gay Lesbian 
Bisexual Alliance v. Sessions, 917 F. Supp. 1548, 1554-55 (M.D. Ala. 1996) (holding that statutory language 
prohibiting any university from spending public funds to support groups promoting homosexuality “leaves no doubt 
that the statute constitutes viewpoint discrimination,” a conclusion “reinforced by the [legislative] history of § 16-1-
28….reflect[ing] an open effort by the State Legislature to limit the sexuality discussion in institutions of higher 
learning to only one viewpoint: that of heterosexual people”) (emphasis added). 
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vague.15  Rather than dispelling such uncertainty, the State has increased it with its vague and 

contradictory interpretations of the statute (further contradicted by the NRA, see Reply 10-11).  

The State also utterly fails to account for the fact that, in the context of physician-patient 

communications, what may be deemed “harassing” or “discriminat[ory]” by those terms’ 

everyday meanings would sometimes not be when spoken in the examining room.16  Hence, 

applying the terms’ ordinary definitions would restrict and prevent the sort of probing, personal 

and persistent communications that physicians can be called upon to engage in.   

These contradictory assertions—on behalf of the BOM which will ultimately adjudicate 

complaints against Florida practitioners under HB 155—render all the more reasonable 

Plaintiffs’ fear and uncertainty regarding the meaning and scope of the statute’s provisions.  See 

Georgia Pac. Corp. v. Occupational Safety & Health Review Comm’n, 25 F.3d 999, 1005-

06 (11th Cir. 1994) (holding regulation unconstitutionally vague in part because government 

official’s inability “to settle upon a single definition of [a] phrase” “demonstrates the vagueness 

of the regulation” and “necessarily implicates the adequacy of notice to the regulated party”).17 

                                                 
15 At oral argument, the State relied for the first time on United States v. Eckhardt, 466 U.S. 938 (11th Cir. 2006), 
for the proposition that the word “harassment” has a common meaning that can be easily understood.  Tr. 35.  
Eckhardt is easily distinguishable, however, because in that case the court specifically relied on the word’s context 
in the statute—amidst a ban on “annoying, abusive, harassing, or threatening” phone calls.  Id. at 943.  “‘Thus,’” the 
court concluded based on the accompanying terms, “‘the thrust of the statute is to prohibit communications intended 
to instill fear in the victim, not to provoke a discussion about political issues of the day.’”  Id.  Here, there is no such 
context to help define the meaning of “unnecessary harassment.” 
16 An inquiry or different treatment related to race or ethnicity, for example, might prompt claims of discrimination 
in some contexts, but, in the medical context, may be a basis for suspecting a particular genetic disorder. 
17 See also ACLU v. Miller, 977 F. Supp. 1228, 1233 (N.D.Ga.1997) (striking down state statute under strict scrutiny 
because “[e]ven if the Court could impose a limiting construction on the act, defendants’ brief provides no real 
guidance on what that construction should be, but instead offers a variety of very different possible interpretations in 
hopes that the Court will select one,” thus suggesting “the act is not readily susceptible to a limiting construction”); 
cf. Sorrell, 2011 WL 2472796, at *7 (“For the State to change its position [as to its interpretation of the law it is 
charged with enforcing] is particularly troubling in a First Amendment case, where plaintiffs have a special interest 
in obtaining a prompt adjudication of their rights, despite potential ambiguities of state law.”).  
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V.  STRICT SCRUTINY APPLIES, UNDER WHICH THIS CONTENT-BASED 
 RESTRICTION CANNOT BE JUSTIFIED BY THE ALLEGED AVAILABILITY 
 OF ALTERNATIVE AVENUES FOR SPEECH. 
  

Contrary to the assertions of the State at oral argument, see Tr. 28:20, and in response to 

the Court’s question whether rational basis or strict scrutiny is the appropriate test for assessing 

the constitutionality of HB 155, see id. at 32:4-6, it is clear the statute must pass strict scrutiny if 

it is to be upheld.  The law plainly restricts speech: it bars certain questions and certain notations 

in medical records as well as “unnecessar[y] harass[ment],” which, in context, also consists of 

speech.  Cf. Opp. 7 (referring to “harassing inquiries”).18 The law is also content-based: on its 

face, it restricts such speech (a) on a particular subject matter (firearms), (b) by particular 

persons (health care practitioners).  Under clearly established law of the Eleventh Circuit and the 

Supreme Court, these aspects of the law are sufficient to subject it to strict scrutiny and render it 

presumptively invalid.  See Burk v. Augusta-Richmond Cnty., 365 F.3d 1247, 1253 (11th Cir. 

2004); Sorrell, 2011 WL 2472796 at *12 (“[I]mpos[ing] a speaker- and content-based burden on 

protected expression…is sufficient to justify application of heightened scrutiny.”).19 

The so-called “professional speech” cases do not apply here.  First, those cases concern 

entry into a profession, not speech by a legitimate professional, and are therefore inapposite.  See 

                                                 
18 Though it is unclear what “discriminat[ion]” it bars, see Mot. 14, the discrimination provision likewise restricts 
speech because of the well-founded fear of discrimination claims arising from physicians’ speech to patients 
regarding firearms, see supra at 10 & n. 11—a restriction compounded by the chilling effect due to its vagueness. 
19 As discussed above, the law is also viewpoint-discriminatory. On its face, the law restricts certain inquiries, 
notations, and “unnecessary harass[ment]” by physicians on the subject of firearms in order to protect patients’ 
“privacy.”  It thus takes the view that such inquiries, notations, and “unnecessary harassment” are not worthwhile, or 
not as worthwhile as patients’ wish not to hear such inquiries.  Moreover, the legislators specifically referenced what 
they perceived to be doctors’, and in particular AAP’s, anti-gun political views as a reason to protect gun owners 
from speech that they might find offensive.  See Reply 3-4.  The statute thus on its face as well as its purpose takes 
sides in a dispute between patients who may not wish to hear certain speech on the subject of firearm safety and 
those physicians who wish to speak and patients who wish to hear that speech.  See Sorrell, 2011 WL 2472796, at 
*8 (holding that law “designed…to target [particular] speakers and their messages for disfavored treatment…‘goes 
even beyond mere content discrimination, to actual viewpoint discrimination’” (quoting R.A.V. v. St. Paul, 505 U.S. 
377, 391 (1992)). 
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Reply 4-6; see also Lowe v. SEC, 472 U.S. 181, 229-30 (1985) (White, J., concurring) (“[T]he 

principle that the government may restrict entry into professions and vocations through licensing 

schemes has never been extended to encompass the licensing of speech, per se….”).  Planned 

Parenthood v. Casey is also inapposite, because it stands only for the proposition that a State 

may require its professionals to provide certain specified “truthful, non-misleading information,” 

see 505 U.S. 833, 884 (1992)—not that a State may impede professionals’ truthful, non-

misleading speech.  To the contrary, when faced with a statute that limits lawyers’ speech in the 

practice of their profession, the Court struck it down.  See Legal Services Corp. v. Velazquez, 

531 U.S. 533, 548 (2001) (holding that attorney-client communications are “constitutionally 

protected expression” and therefore statute barring Legal Services Corporation fund recipients 

from representing clients in cases challenging welfare laws violated First Amendment); see also 

Thompson v. Western States Medical Center, 535 U.S. 357 (2002) (striking down restriction on 

pharmacies’ advertising of drug compounding services); Conant v. Walters, 309 F. 3d 629, 636 

(9th Cir. 2002) (enjoining law that punished physicians for recommending medical marijuana 

because it “str[uck] at core First Amendment interests of doctors and patients”).20 

Second, and equally important, the Supreme Court has made clear that, even with respect 

to categories of speech that receive lesser protection or no protection at all, strict scrutiny 

applies when, as here, a restriction is based on the speech’s content.  See R.A.V. v. City of St. 

Paul, 505 U.S. 377 (1992) (applying strict scrutiny to strike down content-based law penalizing 
                                                 

20   Furthermore, while the Court questioned whether a “rational basis test” applies in the context of profession 
speech cases, see Hr’g Tr. 32:4-6, it is clear that, even in professional speech cases, courts require more than a 
showing of just a “rational basis”; instead, they have required, for instance, that such a licensing provision to 
be sufficiently limited such that any speech limitation “‘is merely the incidental effect of observing an 
otherwise legitimate regulation,’” Locke v. Shore, 634 F.3d 1185, 1191 (11th Cir. 2011) (quoting Accountant’s 
Soc. of Va. v. Bowman, 860 F.2d 602, 604 (4th Cir. 1988)). That is plainly not the case here, where limiting 
physicians’ speech is at the center of HB 155’s effect and facially apparent aim—not “merely [an] incidental 
effect.” 
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“fighting words” ordinarily not protected by First Amendment); Sorrell, 2011 WL 2472796 at 

*12 (“content-based burden on protected expression…is sufficient to justify application of 

heightened scrutiny” even if speech is commercial in nature).  Thus, even assuming some lower 

standard of review applied for a statute that prohibited all so-called “physician harassment,” the 

heightened scrutiny applies here because the State has chosen a single topic—firearms—for 

disparate treatment.  A content-based speech restriction is always examined under strict scrutiny, 

and the State has not even attempted to meet that high burden here and cannot do so. 

Finally, physicians’ alternative avenues for speech (e.g., via brochures, see Tr. 22:6-19) 

cannot justify these content-based restrictions.  Under the applicable strict scrutiny, the State 

bears the burden of proving that the speech restriction is the least restrictive means of furthering 

a compelling state interest.  Mot. 6.  In other words, the State must show the speech restriction is 

truly necessary to serve a compelling interest—regardless of whether alternative avenues for 

expression remain available.  Under clearly established Eleventh Circuit and Supreme Court 

precedent, the existence of alternate venues for expression are relevant only when a restriction is 

content-neutral—that is, it does not restrict speech on a particular topic—and therefore is subject 

to the lower standard of scrutiny applicable to content-neutral “time, place, and manner 

restrictions,” a standard that does take into account alternative avenues for expression.  See 

Solantic, LLC v. City of Neptune Beach, 410 F.3d 1250, 1258 (11th Cir. 2005).  

The Physician Gag Law cannot possibly withstand strict scrutiny.  Protecting would-be 

listeners from the discomfort of speech that they find disagreeable is not a governmental purpose 

that can justify restrictions on First Amendment rights, at least where the State has targeted only 

particular speech on the basis of its content.  Sorrell, 2011 WL 242796, at *14 (striking down 

content-based statute prohibiting distribution of pharmacy records, reasoning that “[m]any are 
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those who must endure speech they do not like, but that is a necessary cost of freedom”).  But, 

even if protection of potentially offended listeners were a compelling state interest, it would not 

justify the statutory ban on putatively “irrelevant” inquiries or recording of patient background 

information about firearms in the vast majority of cases in which the patient does not object to 

providing the information or having it recorded in the patient’s chart, which is not narrowly 

tailored to the government’s purpose. 

VI. THIS DISPUTE IS RIPE FOR REVIEW. 

During oral argument, the Court asked counsel for the State whether this dispute is ripe 

for review since no charges have been brought by the BOM and the BOM has not promulgated 

any rules or guidance.  See Tr. 37:21-24.  The State responded by urging that Plaintiffs’ 

challenge was not ripe because “there are certainly many different ways the board could choose 

to interpret this statute.  Many of them which could be constitutional.”  Id. at 38:1-3.  The State 

has it entirely backwards.  The fact that there are “many different ways” the statute could be 

construed by the BOM, many of which would not be constitutional, is precisely why the statute’s 

vague provisions chill constitutionally protected speech and represents the very constitutional 

defect that requires this Court to issue a preliminary injunction against HB 155’s enforcement. 

The BOM has already declared that the new law is enforceable under previously existing 

provisions related to failure to comply with a legal duty.  See 6/23/11 Manheim Decl. Ex. 5, Fla. 

Bd. of Med. Rules/Leg. Comm., Meeting Rpt., at 3.  As a result, no further guidance or 

regulations need be promulgated before enforcement actions are brought against physicians.  

Physicians reasonably fear that, at this very moment, their speech could subject them to 
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disciplinary proceedings before the Board.  Plaintiffs need not wait for charges to be filed before 

the statute’s constitutionality is ripe for judicial determination.21 

  Recognizing the injury posed by the existence of vague speech restrictions, the First 

Amendment does not permit a governmental body to leave on the books a vague, speech-chilling 

provision while it muddles through attempting to figure out what the law means.  See, e.g., 

Eaves, 601 F.2d at 821 (“Something will be gained, but much will be lost if we permit the 

contours of regulation to be hammered out case by case in a series of enforcement proceedings, 

as state courts gloss the allegedly vague terms to render them precise, or as the enforcement 

agencies provide [them] with a patina of less formalized custom and usage.  While the 

‘hammering out’ continues so do the vices of vagueness; the appellants’ uncertainty about the 

reach of the ordinance will force them to continue to restrict their...activities.”); Harrell v. The 

Florida Bar, 608 F.3d 1241, 1264 n.8 (11th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he relevant institutional 

considerations favor immediate review of Harrell’s vagueness claims. If the Bar’s rules are 

indeed vague, there is no point in allowing the Bar to issue a series of necessarily arbitrary 

opinions applying the rules to Harrell’s proposed advertisements.”).  

The Court’s “review of a suit’s ripeness is at its most permissive in cases concerning 

putative violations of the First Amendment.”  Nat’l Adv. Co. v. City of Miami, 402 F.3d 1335, 

1339 (11th Cir. 2005).  “To determine whether a claim is ripe, [courts] assess both the fitness of 

                                                 
21 A “plaintiff need not expose himself to enforcement of a law to challenge it in the First Amendment context.”  
Bloedorn v. Grube, 631 F.3d 1218 (11th Cir. 2011).  Rather, where ambiguous rules “have forced [a plaintiff] to 
steer wide of any possible violation lest [he] be unwittingly ensnared,” a plaintiff has suffered an injury-in-fact, Int’l 
Soc. For Krishna Consciousness of Atlanta v. Eaves, 601 F.2d 809, 820 (5th Cir. 1979); “it is the existence, not the 
imposition, of standardless requirements that causes [the] injury,” CAMP Legal Def. Fund, Inc., v. City of Atlanta, 
451 F.3d 1257, 1275 (11th Cir. 2006).  See, e.g., ACLU v. Florida Bar, 999 F.2d 1486, 1493 (11th Cir. 1993) 
(finding justiciable controversy in pre-enforcement challenge because plaintiffs “alleged an actual and well-founded 
fear that the law w[ould] be enforced against them . . . the alleged danger of this statute is…one of self-censorship[,] 
a harm that can be realized without an actual prosecution”) (internal quotations and citations omitted) (emphasis in 
original).  
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the issues for judicial decision and the hardship to the parties of withholding judicial review,”  

Harrell, 608 F.3d at 1258, by considering three factors: “(1) whether delayed review would 

cause hardship to the plaintiffs; (2) whether judicial intervention would inappropriately interfere 

with further administrative action; and (3) whether the courts would benefit from further factual 

development of the issues presented,” Beaulieu v. City of Alabaster, 454 F.3d 1219, 1227 (11th 

Cir. 2006) (internal quotations and citations omitted).  These factors weigh heavily for Plaintiffs.   

First, Plaintiffs have shown that their speech is being chilled by the law, imposing grave 

and irreparable hardship on both them and their patients.  See Mot. 16-19.  The BOM has already 

determined how the statute will be enforced and warned physicians to adhere to the statute.  See 

Reply 3.  Second, there is no administrative action with which the court’s decision would 

interfere.22  Third, there is no further factual development necessary, as Plaintiffs contend the 

law is unconstitutional on its face, and the State has not controverted Plaintiffs’ factual record 

with respect to the speech Plaintiffs wish to engage in and the extent to which that speech has 

been chilled by the statute.  See Harris v. Mexican Specialty Foods, Inc., 564 F.3d 1301, 1308 

(11th Cir. 2009) (Because a “facial challenge asserts that a law always operates 

unconstitutionally . . . a purely legal claim is presumptively ripe for judicial review [and] does 

not require a developed factual record.”).  Hence, there is no question that this dispute is ripe.  

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, as well as the reasons Plaintiffs set forth at oral argument and 

in their motion for a preliminary injunction and reply in support thereof, Plaintiffs respectfully 

request that the Court enjoin enforcement of the challenged provisions of HB 155.

                                                 
22 See Harrell, 608 F.3d at 1261 (“This requirement, which goes to the question of fitness for judicial review, is not a 
form of administrative exhaustion, but rather a requirement that ‘an administrative action must be final before it is 
judicially reviewable.’” (quoting Greenbriar, Ltd. v. City of Alabaster, 881 F.2d 1570, 1574 n.8 (11th Cir. 1989)).   
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Division of Medical Quality Assurance, Consumer Services Unit 

4052 Bald Cypress Way, Bin C-75  Tallahassee, FL  32399-3275 

Telephone Number (850) 245-4339  

Visit us online at www.FLHealthsource.com 

DIVISION OF MEDICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Enforcement Program 

 
 

Health care practitioners are regulated by the Department of Health and the action which 
may be taken is administrative in nature, e.g., reprimand, fine, restriction of practice, 
remedial education, administrative cost, probation, license suspension or license 
revocation.  The Department cannot represent you in civil matters to recover fees paid or 
seek remedies for injuries. You may wish to consult a private attorney regarding these 
matters. 

 
The Department of Health investigates complaints and reports involving health care 
practitioners and enforces appropriate Florida Statutes. 
 
ISSUES WHICH ARE NOT WITHIN THE AUTHORITY OF THE DEPARTMENT INCLUDE: 
 

 Fee disputes (i.e. broken or missed appointments)  
 Billing disputes (i.e., the amount a physician charges for services). 
 Personality conflicts  
 Bedside manner or rudeness of practitioners (such as the physician or his/her 

office staff’s attitude or professionalism) 
 
HOW TO FILE A COMPLAINT/REPORT AGAINST A HEALTH CARE PRACTITIONER: 
 

 To file a complaint/report, you must do so in a signed, written report.  For your 
convenience you may use this form providing dates and details about your complaint.  

 Use a separate complaint form for each practitioner you wish to file a complaint against. 

 Be specific and include copies of pertinent medical records, correspondence, contracts, 
and any other documents that will help support your complaint.  

 Medical records are needed to process your complaint.  Since a health care practitioner 
cannot disclose his or her patient names or records with authorization, the Authorization 
for Release of Patient Information form included on page 3 must be completed and 
signed.  Signatures must be witnessed or notarized.  

 The Department will notify you in writing of the status of your complaint throughout the 
process.  Please advise us of any address change.  

 If the allegations contained in your complaint/report are determined to be possible 
violations of applicable laws and rules, your complaint will be opened for investigation.  

 Please note that if your complaint is assigned for investigation, a copy of the complaint 
form will be provided to the health care practitioner pursuant to Florida law. 

 The Department may investigate an anonymous complaint if the complaint is in writing 
and is legally sufficient, if the alleged violation of law or rules is substantial, and if the 
department has reason to believe, after preliminary inquiry, that the violations alleged in 
the complaint are true. 

 If you are reporting Medicaid Fraud, you may be entitled to a reward through the Office 
of the Attorney General.  For information and to report Medicaid Fraud, please contact 
the Attorney General’s Fraud Hotline by calling 1-866-966-7226 or online at 
http://ahca.myflorida.com and clicking the “Report Fraud” button. 
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HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONER COMPLAINT FORM 

 
COMPLAINANT/REPORTER                       

Your Name:                 

 Last First M.I. 

Address:             

 Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

                   

 City State ZIP Code 

Home Telephone: (     )                   Work Telephone: (     )             Best Time to Call:       

SUBJECT OF COMPLAINT/REPORT               HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONER INFORMATION 

Provider’s 
Name:                 

 Last First M.I. 

Practice 
Address:             

 Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

                   

 City State ZIP Code 

Home Telephone: (     )                         Work Telephone: (     )                   

Profession:                 (i.e. doctor, dentist, nurse, etc.) 

License Number:                 (if known) 

PATIENT INFORMATION                                (Complete this section if Patient is not the same as Complainant/Reporter) 

Name of 
Patient:                 

 Last First M.I. 

Address:             

 Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

                   

 City State ZIP Code 

Home Telephone: (     )                   
Work 

Telephone: 

 
(     )                   

YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO PATIENT 

  Self Parent  Son/Daughter  Spouse  Brother/Sister  Friend  Other Practitioner 

***   Legal Guardian/provide court documents  Other                                

NATURE OF COMPLAINT/REPORT              (Please check all that apply.) 

  Quality of care   Inappropriate prescribing   Excessive test or treatment 

  Misdiagnosis of condition   Sexual contact with patient   Failure to release patient records 

  Substance abuse   Insurance fraud   Impairment/medical condition 

  Advertising violation   Misfilled prescription   Patient abandonment/neglect 

  Unlicensed   Problem other than listed above                                             

Have you attempted to contact the practitioner concerning your complaint?    Yes  Date:                                     No 

Would you be willing to testify if this matter goes to a formal hearing?    Yes                 No 

If the incident involved criminal conduct, you should contact your local law enforcement authority.  Have you contacted your 
local law enforcement authority?    Yes          No 

If yes, state the name of the person or office that you contacted.                                When did you make 
this contact?                               Please give case number if available.                      

***NOTE:  If other than patient or parent of a minor patient, please provide documentation indicating 
appointment of Legal Authority/Guardianship or Personal Representative. 
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PLEASE LIST ANY PRIOR AND/OR SUBSEQUENT TREATING PRACTITIONERS RELATIVE TO YOUR COMPLAINT. 

Full Name: 
 
                                         
 

Address: 
                                  

                                   

 

Telephone Number: 
                               
 

Prior Treating Subsequent Treating 

Full Name: 
 
                                         
 

Address: 
                                  

                                   

 

Telephone Number: 
                               
 

Prior Treating Subsequent Treating 
 

Full Name: 
 
                                         
 

Address: 
                                  

                                   

 

Telephone Number: 
                               
 

Prior Treating Subsequent Treating 

WITNESSES              (PLEASE GIVE FULL NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER)  

Full Name: 
 
                                         
 

Address: 
                                  

                                   

 

Telephone Number: 
                               

Full Name: 
 
                                         
 

Address: 
                                  

                                   

 

Telephone Number: 
                               

Full Name: 
 
                                         
 

Address: 
                                  

                                   

 

Telephone Number: 
                               

Please give full details of your complaint/report:  include facts, details, dates, locations, etc.  Please attach copies of 
medical records, correspondence, contracts, and any other documents that will help support your complaint. (attach 
additional sheets if necessary).    

 I have attached copies of medical records, correspondence, contracts, and any other documents that will help support 

your complaint.  

                                                                                               

                                                                                               

                                                                                               

                                                                                               

                                                                                               

                                                                                               

                                                                                                    
WHAT WOULD SATISFY YOUR COMPLAINT? 
                                                                                                          

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                         Florida Statutes 837.06, False Official Statements: Whoever knowingly makes a false statement in writing with the intent to 
mislead a public servant in the performance of his official duty shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree. 

Signature:                                                                                             Date:  

             (Required to file complaint)   
 

Please mail this form to: 
Florida Department of Health 
Consumer Services Unit 
4052 Bald Cypress Way, Bin C-75 

 Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3275
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INV FORM 390, Revised 01/05, Replaces 10/03 
 

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF PATIENT INFORMATION 
TO:  Any and All Treating Health Care Practitioners or Facilities: 
 
This authorization meets the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(HIPAA Privacy Law) found at 45 CFR, Part 164. 
 
A photocopy of this document is as sufficient as the original. 
 
This document authorizes any and all licensed health care practitioners, including but not limited to: physicians, 
nurses, therapists, social workers, counselors, dentists, chiropractors, podiatrists, optometrists, hospitals, clinics, 
laboratories, medical attendants and other persons who have participated in providing any health care or service 
to me, to discuss any communication, whether confidential or privileged, and to provide full and complete patient 
reports and records justifying the course of treatment including but not limited to: patient histories, x-rays, 
examination and test results, reports or information prepared by other persons that may be in your possession and 
all financial records, to the Department of Health (or any official representative of the Department) pursuant to 
Section 456.057, Florida Statutes. 
 
This document provides full authorization to the Department of Health (or any official representative of the 
Department) to use any of the aforementioned reports and information for reproduction, investigation or other use 
for licensure or disciplinary actions and civil, criminal or administrative proceedings, as needed by the Department 
and may be subject to re-disclosure by the recipient and may no longer be protected by the federal privacy laws 
and regulation.   
 
By signing below, the patient understands, acknowledges and authorizes the Department to release their 
identity and medical records to law enforcement and other regulatory agencies in appropriate circumstances at 
the departments’ discretion. 
 
I understand that this authorization may be revoked upon my written request except to the extent that action has 
already been taken on this authorization. 
 
_________________________________ 
Patient Name (Please Print) 

 
                     
Patient Signature    D.O.B.   Social Security Number  Date 
 
             
Name of Authorized Person other than Patient       (Please Print)    Relationship                    

 
________________________________________ 
Signature of Authorized Person Other than Patient 

 
STATE of ____________________  COUNTY of     
 
Before me personally appeared      whose identity is known to me by  
   (type of identification) and who acknowledges that his/her signature appears above. 
 
Sworn to or affirmed by Affiant before me this   day of  , 20  
 
             
NOTARY PUBLIC - State of Florida     My Commission Expires 

 
             
Type or Print Name       Witness Signature (if not notarized) 

 
__________  HA ____                                        
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SANDERS EXHIBIT 1 
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June 14, 2011 

The State Health Officer, Dr. H. Frank Farmer, will declare a public health emergency 
concerning the possession of controlled substances for dispensing by practitioners who 
are no longer authorized to dispense controlled substances. The Department of Health 
will identify those practitioners who pose the greatest threat to the public health and those that 
create a risk that the controlled substances may not be disposed of in accordance with this act. 
Beginning on July 5, 2011, law enforcement agencies will enter the business premises of the 
identified dispensing practitioners and quarantine the inventory on site. 

The standards of practice for a controlled substance prescribing practitioner are spelled out in 
the law and include for each patient, among other things: 

It Complete medical history and physical exam 
• Written individualized treatment plan 
• Written controlled substance agreement 
It Regular follow-up appOintments at least every 3 months 

Criminal and regulatory sanctions for violations of the provisions of this law are modified. 

Criteria for required registration as a pain management clinic are revised. Registration is 
required if the clinic advertises in any medium for any type of pain management services or 
where, in any month, a majority of patients are prescribed opiods, benzodiazepines, 
barbiturates, or carisoprodol for the treatment of chronic nonmalignant pain. 

New requirements for physicians practicing in a pain management clinic: 
It All physicians working in a pain management clinic must notify the applicable board 

within 10 days of beginning or ending practice at the clinic 
It All physicians working in a pain management clinic ensure compliance with facility and 

physical operations of the clinic, among other functions 
• A physician assistant or advanced registered nurse practitioner is authorized to perform 

the examination of a patient in a pain management clinic 

Effective January 1, 2012, each practitioner who prescribes controlled substances for 
the treatment of chronic nonmalignant pain must designate on his or her practitioner 
profile that he or she is a controlled substance prescribing practitioner. instructions on 
how to update your profile will be sent prior to January 1st. 

CS/CS/H§ 155 Enrolled- Privac~ of Firearm Owners 

The provisions of this bill take effect upon becoming law. It creates the "Medical privacy 
concerning firearms" law and establishes grounds for discipline for violation of certain 
provisions of the law. It prohibits a licensed health care practitioner or licensed health care 
facility from intentionally entering any disclosed information concerning firearm ownership into 
a patient's health record if the information is not relevant to the patienfs medical care or 
safety, or the safety of others. A health care provider or facility is prohibited from inquiring 
about the ownership of firearms or ammunition unless the information is relevant to the 
patient's medical care or safety, or the safety of others. Patients are permitted to decline to 
answer or provide any information concerning the ownership of a firearm and a decision not to 
answer does not alter existing law regarding a physiCian's authority to choose patients. 
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This bill addresses posting, in the reception area of certain medical offices, urgent care 
centers, and clinics, a schedule of prices charged for the 50 most common services provided 
to an uninsured person paying by cash, check, credit card or debit card. The bill specifies the 
size of the posting and parameters for its contents. A primary care provider who publishes and 
maintains the schedule of charges is exempt from the professional license fee requirements 
for a single renewal period and continuing education requirements for a single 2-year period. 

CS/CS/CS/HB 1319 Enrolled·Certificatestlicenses/Health Care Practitioners 

This bill authorizes the department to issue a temporary license to a health care practitioner 
whose spouse is stationed in Florida on active duty with the Armed Forces if the applicant 
meets the eligibility requirements for a full license and is qualified to take the licensure 
examination. It also requires the applicant for a temporary license to pay for fingerprint 
processing for a criminal history check in addition to the application fee. It also names the 
temporary certificate for practice as a physician in areas of critical need the "Rear Admiral 
LeRoy Collins, Jr., Temporary Certificate for Practice in Areas of Critical Need." 

It is imperative that you review each of these bills in their entirety to understand and 
comply with new provisions. 

It is also important to note that there are other bills that may affect your medical practice that 
were passed by the 2011 Legislature but are still awaiting Governor Scott's signature. Those 
bills have not been included in this letter. To access these laws and other information that we 
will post periodically on their implementation, please visit our websites at: 
http://www.doh.state.fl.us/mqa/medical/ or http://www.flhealthsource.com. 

JT/rph 

Sincerely, ;1.~ 

f}P-va-~ 
(;i~~:.Tootle 

Executive Director 
Board of Medicine 
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